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Part A

Answer any ten questions.

Each question carries 2 mark.

1. What is Descriptive statistics?

2. State the Law of lnertia of Large Numbers.

3. What is classification?

4. What is continuous series?

5. Write the formula for calculating Quartile deviation and its co-efficient.

^ Calculate Mode.
b.

1 0, 1 5,20,25,30,35,40,45

7. What is harmonic mean?

8. What are the uses of coefficient of variation?

9. What is skewness?

10. Calculate Skewness , if p 2 is 6 and p3 is '19

11. What is lnterpolation?

12. What is Extrapolation

(10o?=24)

Part B

Answer any six questions.

Each question carries 5 marks.

13. " Whenever arithmetic desires to lie, it disguises itself as statistics",Comment.

14. What are the advantages of sample survey?

15. What is secondary data? Which are the sources of secondary?

16. Explain the methods for collecting primary data?
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17"

18.

19.

Which are the parts of a table?

Mention the Mathernatical properties of arithmetic mean"

Find median frorn the following distribution

Part G

Answer any two questiCIns.

Each question carries 15 marks"
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(6x5=30)

su rvey ?

, median and mode"

15 i

?n
e-v.

21 .

Explain the properties of moments?

22. What are the principle steps involved

23 Following is the cJistrihution of marks

Verify the ernpirical relationship also.

24.

in the planning and execution of a $ample

obtained by 100 students. Calculate mean

25.

of these refrigerators model wise and also taken together? Which model is more consistent?

(2x 15=30)

Marks

i'.io. cf

students

For the following distribution estimate a suitable measure of dispersion

Model

Model
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